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Results
•
•
•

Generated privacy-preserving synthetic data from potentially sensitive data
with a high degree of retained statistical information.
Demonstrated that privacy-preserving synthetic data could provide a viable
alternative to working on real user data with minimal performance losses.
Enhanced the toolset at La Mobilière with privacy-preserving techniques in
such a way that data science operations can continue seamlessly even in a
more restrictive regulatory and compliance environment.

The importance of customer data in the insurance industry
Strong data protection is a fundamental asset for modern enterprises. Stringent
legal frameworks are being implemented globally, demanding compliance from
enterprises and organizations alike, including those in the insurance industry. On the
other hand, data science capabilities are becoming core to business success, as is
the access to and usage of customer data.
la Mobilière, a leading Swiss insurance company, is no exception. In their 2018 Annual
Report, it was announced that more than CHF 250 million will be spent on digital
transformation over the next 5 years, as the company seeks to maintain their
position as a reliable and personal partner in the insurance space. Meanwhile, the
Swiss regulatory environment is changing, with new privacy laws similar to GDPR
being discussed by the authorities.
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In this context, the team at la Mobilière was looking for ways to future-proof their data
science capabilities and ensure that regardless of regulatory outcomes, they would
be able to maintain and continue to build their data science capabilities.
Using the Statice data anonymization engine, Statice enabled la Mobilière to
generate privacy-preserving synthetic data from potentially sensitive customer
data, which was then used to evaluate the suitability of such data for machine
learning tasks. As shown below, the evaluation was successful, and la Mobilière is now
even better prepared for regulatory changes that may impact its current data
science methodology.

The challenges of developing data-driven solutions that respect
customers’ privacy
la Mobilière has developed a churn model for its insurance customers, with a goal to
drive retention, upselling and cross-selling campaigns. Churn models often rely on
sensitive customer data, which can risk the re-identification of individuals. This
means that in some jurisdictions with modern privacy laws, it can be difficult to
bridge the gap of building strong churn models while maintaining customer privacy.
In this case study, we will discuss how la Mobilière used the Statice data
anonymization engine to build a performant churn model on privacy-preserving
data.
The Statice data anonymization engine comes in the form of an easy to use Python
SDK, and will be familiar to most data scientists. This makes it relatively quick to
onboard new operators, and the built in privacy and utility evaluations make it easy
to make sure both technical and non-technical users can be confident in the
synthetic data generated.
Three main challenges were raised by la Mobilière
•
•
•

Possible future restrictions in leveraging cloud computing capacities due to
sensitivity of data
Difficulty of training a performant machine learning model due to the high
imbalance of the churn data
Difficulty of working long-term on sensitive data due to the unpredictable
outcome of new regulations in Switzerland
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Enabling predictive analysis of churn with synthetic data
The dataset consisted of hundreds of columns representing typical insurance data;
a mix of categorical, geolocation, integer-valued and highly skewed continuous
numerical columns. The total number of records was over one million records.
The Statice software generates guaranteed anonymous data, consisting of new
synthetic data points which reflect the real data in its structure and statistical
properties. The software can easily be integrated into the data infrastructure of la
Mobilière’s data team, in a timeframe of about two weeks. After successful
integration and onboarding, the software generates anonymous synthetic data that
la Mobilière could use and share safely. The synthetic data preserves high statistical
relevance and similar structure of the original customer data. The synthetic data has
no one-to-one mapping with the original dataset.

“We have developed churn models for our insurance customers. These models
rely on sensitive customer data. The Statice software protects the original data of
our customers on the one hand, and on the other, enables us to work with the
data across departments without compromising privacy or security issues.”
-

Georg Russ, Data Scientist, Data & Analytics

Synthesization process
The Statice software usage is flexible and integrates seamlessly in the workflow of
modern data teams. It can be used from the command line, a Jupyter Notebook, or
a Python program. In this project, the Statice Python SDK was used to integrate with
the usual data exploration as well as specific evaluations, in a Jupyter Notebook.
How the data produced with Statice mimic the statistical properties of the original
data
•
•
•

Preservation of general distributions
Preservation of correlations and mutual information in the dataset (pairwise
relationships)
Training of machine learning models can be performed on synthetic data
with minimal loss in prediction accuracy
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As a result, la Mobilière can safely share the anonymous synthetic data with other
units of the company for further analysis, for example churn model development. The
utility of the anonymized data has been proven by the high accuracy and precision
scores obtained through several tests on machine learning models trained entirely
on anonymous data generated with the Statice software.
Due to the state-of-the art technology and privacy-guarantee, which are at the core
of the Statice software, la Mobilière benefits from truly anonymous data that is safe
to use for secondary purposes, as well as for longer-term storage.
Privacy and risk evaluations
Risk evaluations of the resulting synthetic data were performed by using the
integrated tools in the Statice software. Following comparative analysis of the
anonymous synthetic data, it was concluded that the synthetic data is safe to use
without compromising on model performance, while also maintaining a provable
level of privacy of individual records in the source data set.

Machine Learning training on synthetic data
Statice demonstrated the use of privacy-preserving synthetic data for machine
learning purposes by reproducing a similar performance level when training the
churn prediction model on the synthetic data. The performance of the model trained
on the synthetic data (orange line) was comparable to the performance of the
model trained on the original data (blue line), as shown below.

ROC curve and AUC evaluations of three churn models. In blue, the model trained on original data. In orange, the
model trained on synthetic data. In green the model trained on a mix of both, upsampling the minority class using
synthetic entries.
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ABOUT STATICE
The Statice solution offers guaranteed data privacy across industries and use cases.
We offer a data anonymization software that allows companies quick and easy use
of sensitive data. Synthetic data generated by Statice fulfills a guarantee can be
regarded as anonymized data and therefore excluded from the GDPR. To learn more
about our product, visit our website www.statice.ai

ABOUT LA MOBILIÈRE
La Mobilière, founded in Bern in 1826, is the oldest private insurance company in
Switzerland. It is still anchored in a cooperative. As a future-oriented company, we
work on innovation topics in the areas of digitalisation, development of the working
and living world and demographic change. In all these areas we are confronted with
increasing customer expectations, which is why we believe that only those who
develop further will remain fit for the future.
Please get in touch to learn more:
Benjamin Nolan
ben@statice.ai
www.statice.ai
Statice GmbH
Eisenacher Str. 1
10777 Berlin
Germany
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